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Two Maestros of architecture took part in the discussion at 
cersaie: Mario Botta and Guido canali, with Fulvio Irace act-
ing as moderator, discussed their views on architectural design 
on the 27th of September at the Architecture Gallery, part of 
the 10th edition of the exhibition’s “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” 
cultural programme..
The stimulating discussion highlighted one issue in particular: 
these two doyens of the world of architecture have no intention 
of laying down their arms. For Botta the discussion was the 
chance to illustrate two of his most recent works: the Fiore di 
Pietra restaurant at the top of Monte Generoso on Lake Lugano 
(Switzerland) and the Theatre of Architecture at the Academy 
of Architecture in Mendrisio (Switzerland). The characteristics 
of his works are instantly recognisable: pure volumes broken 
by light, firmly rooted to the ground and made from the same 
interposed, recurring materials (bricks and stone).
For canali, on the other hand, it was an excursus on his de-
signs for the museum (mainly restorations and installations) and 
industrial sectors. The first ones, in the author’s own words, 
are characterised by a soft approach, in an attempt to “Leave 
what is antique with its most authentic identity”. The second 
ones, on the other hand, are characterised by their dryness 
and elegance and their intense relationship with the surround-
ing countryside.
When talking about the client, canali, said that when he is giv-
en more freedom, his work becomes easier and more enjoy-
able. Botta, on the other hand, said quite openly that he has 
often had to battle with “special” clients and he has not always 
managed to interpret their needs correctly. 
And lastly, on the subject of sustainable architecture, Botta 
stated he is rather sceptical.
canali, on the other hand, summed up his thoughts by saying 
that you need to “Listen to the context, the land, the people” 
and “to eliminate everything that isn’t needed, otherwise it isn’t 
architecture”.

Mario Botta, is one of the most well-known international architects 
and his works include a wide variety of different types of buildings, 
from museums to banks and from administration centres to places 
of worship. His works in Italy include MART - Museo d'arte mo-
derna e contemporanea (Museum of Modern and Contemporary 
Art) of Rovereto and Trento (Northern Italy), the Papa Giovanni XXIII 
Church in Seriate (Northern Italy), the refurbishment and extension 
work on the La Scala Theatre in Milan, the Church of Santo Volto 
in Turin and the new Campari head-offices in Sesto San Giovanni 
(Northern Italy). During his career he has also been actively involved 
in teaching and promoting architecture and was behind the idea to 
create the Academy of Architecture in Mendrisio (Switzerland) and, 
more recently, the Theatre of Architecture, again in Mendrisio, a 
new centre for cultural activities.

Guido Canali, a professional architect and university professor, 
shares his time between his design studios in Parma and Siena 
(Central Italy) as well as Munich (Germany) and the Faculty of Ar-
chitecture in Ferrara (Central Italy).
During his career he has worked on both living spaces – such 
as the residential complexes designed along the lines of the “Po 
Valley House” model in Parma, Reggio Emilia, Sassuolo, Noceto 
– and workplaces.
His designs include the new Prada factory in Valvigna (Central Italy) 
where he applied the ”garden factory” model, a dear and recurring 
theme for the architect from Parma, featuring rooftop plants and 
trees, terraces and internal gardens.
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